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1 (a) Using information from the extract, calculate what percentage of Mexico’s labour force was employed in the tertiary sector in 2012. [2]

65% (2)
100% – 35%/62% + 1% + 2% (1)

Also accept: 62.64% (2)
12% – 1% = 11.88%
26% – 2% = 25.48%
100% – 37.36%

(b) Using information from the extract, explain two benefits of free trade for Mexican firms. [4]

One mark each for each of two benefits identified:
- ability to buy raw materials from abroad/a wide choice of sources for imported raw materials (1)
- a large market/a large international market in which to sell their products (1)

One mark each for each of two explanations given:
- raw materials may be of higher quality or lower price/reduce firms’ costs of production (1)
- a large market may increase potential revenue/increase profits/allow greater advantage to be taken of economies of scale (1)

Note: explanation marks dependent on identification marks.

(c) (i) Explain why people in countries with a higher GDP per head have a longer life expectancy than people in countries with a lower GDP per head. [2]

- higher income is likely to mean better nutrition (1)
- people will be able to afford more/better quality healthcare (1)
- higher income is likely to mean better housing (1)
- higher income is likely to mean better education (1)
- higher income may raise living standards (1)
- countries with higher incomes may have better sanitation (1)
- higher income may increase government tax revenue (1) and so greater ability to provide good quality healthcare (1)

Note: any of these points may be developed for the second mark e.g. better healthcare can reduce the illnesses people experience.

(ii) Using Table 1, comment on whether the information supports the view that countries with a higher GDP per head have a longer life expectancy than countries with a lower GDP per head. [3]

One mark for decision:
- yes/generally yes (as an overall judgement)

One mark for supporting evidence e.g.:
- Canada has highest income and longest life expectancy
the four countries with the highest GDP per head (Canada, Portugal, Mexico and Peru) have the longest life expectancy

**One mark for conflicting evidence e.g.:**
- South Africa has a higher GDP per head than Bangladesh but a lower life expectancy
- Peru has lower GDP per head than South Africa but a longer life expectancy
- Bangladesh does not follow the trend

(d) **Using information from the extract, explain two reasons why emigration from Mexico has fallen.**  

- improved economic performance/expected to be one of the top ten economies (1) likely to increase employment opportunities/incomes (1)
- higher incomes/reduced poverty (1) improved living standards (1)
- improved healthcare/longer life expectancy (1) improved quality of life (1)
- falling unemployment in Mexico/rising unemployment in USA (1) increased employment opportunities/living standards in Mexico (1)

(e) **Discuss whether rises in costs of production in China will benefit the Mexican economy.**  

Up to 3 marks for why it might:
- price of Chinese exports may increase (1) this may make Mexican exports/Mexican products relatively more price competitive (1) Mexico may be able to capture some of China’s share of foreign markets/domestic firms may gain (1) improve current account/balance of payments position (1) reduce unemployment (1) increase GDP (1)
- may encourage Chinese MNCs to set up in Mexico to take advantage of lower costs (1) may raise GDP in Mexico (1) increase employment in Mexico (1)

Up to 3 marks for why it might not:
- imports from China will be more expensive (1) if there are not domestic substitutes (1) this may cause inflation in Mexico (1) due to higher raw material costs (1) and less pressure on domestic firms to keep prices low (1)
- any Chinese MNCs based in Mexico may experience lower profits/losses in plants in China (1) this may lead to a reduction in investment in their plants in Mexico (1) and/or cause them to raise prices in Mexico to compensate for their losses in China (1)
- costs may rise in China but these may reflect higher quality (1) if quality of Chinese products does rise, demand for Chinese products may remain high (1)

(f) **Explain two ways in which a monopoly differs from perfect competition.**  

- many firms in perfect competition (1) but only one in monopoly (1)
- barriers to entry into and exit from the industry in monopoly(1) none in perfect competition but high in monopoly (1)
- perfectly competitive firms are price takers (1) whereas monopolists are price makers (1)
- homogeneous product in perfect competition (1) whereas unique in monopoly (1)
- perfect information in perfect competition (1) but not monopoly (1)

Note: maximum of 2 marks for two or more characteristics identified with no explicit comparison.
(g) Discuss whether selling a state monopoly, such as Pemex, to the private sector would benefit consumers in Mexico. [6]

Up to 4 marks for why it might:
- may introduce more competition (1) this may lower prices (1)
- may provide a greater profit incentive (1) this may raise efficiency (1) encourage firms to produce what consumers want (1) lower costs of production (1)
- may increase investment (1) this could improve the quality of products (1)
- firms knowing they will not be supported by the government (1) may be forced to be more efficient (1)
- may be easier to raise finance (1) can sell shares (1)

Up to 4 marks for why it might not:
- a private sector monopoly may abuse market power (1) may restrict supply (1) raise price (1) reduce quality (1)
- private sector firms are unlikely to charge prices below cost to help poor consumers (1)
- private sector firms may not take into account external costs and benefits/welfare (1) so they may under or over-produce (1)
- the state may have financial resources (1) be able to invest on a larger scale (1).

2 (a) Define ‘resources’.
[2]
- factors of production/inputs (1) used to produce goods and services (1)
- identification of type of factor of production – land (natural resource), labour (human resource), capital, entrepreneur (1)

(b) Explain how international travel may create external costs.
[4]
- external costs are harmful effects (1) imposed on third parties (1) social costs minus private costs (1)
- reason why international travel may cause negative externalities e.g. planes burning fuel creating carbon dioxide (1)
- examples of external costs caused by international travel e.g. air pollution, noise pollution, visual pollution, congestion, damage to wildlife and damage to the health of those not travelling (up to 2 marks)

(c) Analyse how an increase in international travel may influence incomes.
[6]
- likely to increase incomes (1)
- more jobs are likely to be created in the tourist/travel industry (1) previously unemployed people who gain jobs will now have an income (1) people already in the industry may gain higher wages (1)
- more jobs are likely to be created in industries linked to the tourist/travel industry e.g. insurance, banking, retailing (1)
- the increased spending of people in the tourist/travel industry (1) is likely to increase demand for a range of other goods and services (1) leading to higher employment and incomes in other industries (1)
- increases geographical mobility of labour (1) workers can move in search of higher incomes (1)
- more people visiting a country may raise government tax revenue (1) enabling the government to pay higher wages to workers in the public sector (1).
• holidays/business at home may be a substitute for holidays/business abroad (1) if e.g. more people holiday abroad, incomes at home may fall due to fall in demand for domestic holidays (1).

(d) Discuss whether demand for international travel is likely to continue to increase. [8]

Up to 5 marks for why it might:
• if incomes rise (1) international travel is a luxury good (1) business travel as well as tourism is likely to rise (1)
• if the price of international travel falls (1) demand is likely to rise/extend (1)
• a rise in population (1) more people to travel (1)
• a fall in the price of complements (1) for instance, hotel prices (1)
• people may travel for a better future (1) in search of better employment opportunities (1)

Up to 5 marks for why it might not:
• incomes may fall (1) there may be a global recession (1)
• price may rise (1) causing a contraction in demand (1)
• population may fall (1) fewer people to travel (1)
• a rise in the price of complements (1) for instance taxi fares to airports/holiday insurance (1)
• accidents or fear of terrorism may dissuade people from travel (1)
• rise in availability of substitutes e.g. Skype, videoconferencing (1)

3 (a) Define ‘supply’. [2]

The willingness (1) and ability to sell a product/good(s) or service(s) (1)
The idea of making a product available/putting it on the market/producing a product (1)

(b) Explain two ways a government could influence the price of a product. [4]

One mark each for each of two ways identified:
• a subsidy
• a tax/indirect tax/tariff
• the setting of a maximum price
• the setting of a minimum price
• changing the price of product produced by the public sector

One mark for each of two explanations:
• a subsidy will be likely to lower price (as a payment is given to producers)
• a tax/tariff will be likely to raise prices (as an extra cost is imposed on firms)
• a firm would not be able to charge more than a maximum price
• a firm would not be able to charge less than a minimum price
• the government may produce a range of products e.g. energy

(c) Analyse why demand for a product may become more price-elastic. [6]

• there may be closer substitutes (1) making people more willing to switch between products (1)
• the price may rise (1) as products more expensive, people become more sensitive to price changes (1)
- the product may become less of a necessity/more of a luxury (1) this would mean a change in price would have more impact on demand (1)
- the product may be taking up a larger proportion of people’s income (1) this would mean that a change in the price would be more noticeable (1)
- the product has become less addictive (1) this would mean that people will become more willing to alter their demand (1)
- it may become easier to postpone buying the product (1) this would mean that a rise in the price of the product would cause a greater percentage fall in demand (1)
- a longer time period (1) gives people more time to find substitutes (1)

Note: maximum of 3 marks for a static approach e.g. luxuries, and products with a high number of substitutes, and products whose purchase would take up a large proportion of income would be likely to have elastic demand.

(d) Discuss whether the wages of all workers will increase during a period of economic growth. [8]

Up to 5 marks for why they might:
- output will be increasing (1) this will raise demand for labour (1) putting upwards pressure on wages (1)
- higher demand for labour will reduce unemployment (1) this will increase competition for workers (1) firms may have to raise wages (1) to attract workers (1) unions will have stronger bargaining power (1)
- higher output will increase the wages paid to workers on piece-rates (1) pay linked to output (1)
- economic growth may be associated with higher profits/higher revenue (1) increasing firms’ ability to pay higher wages (1)

Up to 5 marks for why they might not:
- whilst total demand may be increasing (1) demand for certain products/skills may be falling (1) structural unemployment may lower the bargaining power certain group of workers (1)
- economic growth may arise due to advances in technology/higher investment (1) this may increase the demand for skilled workers relative to unskilled workers (1) this may reduce the wages of unskilled workers (1)
- economic growth may be combined with inflation (1) workers’ wages may not rise in line with inflation (1)
- some workers may have long term contracts with set wages (1) it may take time for their wage rates to adjust (1)
- the supply of some workers may increase by more than others (1)
- economic growth is likely to involve change (1) workers who are geographically or occupationally immobile may have to stay in low paid jobs (1)
- may just increase employment (1)

4 (a) Define ‘productivity’. [2]

Output per worker/factor (1) per hour/time period (1)

Note: second mark is dependent on the candidate gaining the first mark.
(b) Explain two reasons why productivity may increase. [4]

**One mark each for each of two reasons identified:**
- improved education/training
- increased investment /advances in technology
- increase in wages
- increase in monetary rewards
- shorter working hours
- higher unemployment
- greater specialisation

**One mark for each of two explanations given:**
- improved education/training may raise skills and more skilled workers can produce more
- increased investment /advances in technology – more up to date capital goods are likely to produce more
- increase in wages may motivate workers to work harder
- provision of e.g. a free car/good pension scheme may motivate workers to work harder
- shorter working hours may mean that workers may have more energy
- higher unemployment may mean that those who retain their jobs may be more the more skilled workers
- greater specialisation may make workers more efficient

(c) Analyse why a country may have a high HDI value. [6]

- a good healthcare system/high spending on healthcare (1) high investment in hospitals (1) will increase people’s life expectancy (1)
- a good education system/high spending on education (1) high income/more schools enabling families to send their children to school for a number of years (1) positive attitudes to education (1) may lead to higher mean/expected years of schooling (1)
- a high level of total demand (1) good quality of resources/high productivity (1) sound economic policies (1) can result in a high GDP per head/high income (1)

Note: no marks for just stating the three components of the HDI – must relate to an increase in HDI.

(d) Discuss whether a country would benefit from having full employment. [8]

**Up to 5 marks for why it might:**
- efficient use of resources (1) working at full capacity/producing on the production possibility curve (1) making as much output as possible/increase output (1) high living standards (1) low poverty (1)
- low spending on unemployment benefits (1) high tax revenue (1) government spending on other areas e.g. healthcare and education can increase (1)
- government policy measures do not have to be used to lower unemployment (1) they can concentrate on other areas e.g. a balance on the current account of the balance of payments (1)
- may reduce crime rates (1) lower government spending on e.g. prisons (1)

**Up to 5 marks for why it might not:**
- productivity may fall (1) the last people employed may not be as skilled (1)
inflation may occur (1) shortage of workers can raise wages (1) cause cost-push inflation (1) high incomes will lead to high demand (1) cause demand-pull inflation (1) firms may find it difficult to expand (1) as hard to recruit extra workers (1) supply constraint (1) rising demand with a supply constraint may result in more imports (1) worsening the current account position (1) resulting high incomes may increase demand for imports (1) which may cause a current account/balance of payments deficit (1) full use of resources may result in environmental damage (1) depletion of natural resources (1)

5  (a) Define ‘medium of exchange’.

A form of money (1) that is used to buy and sell products (1) generally acceptable (1)

(b) Explain two ways in which a central bank differs from a commercial bank.

it is one of the functions of a central bank to issue notes and coins (1) a commercial bank is usually not allowed to issue notes and coins (1) the customers of the central bank are commercial banks and the government (1) people and firms are the customers of commercial banks the central bank implements monetary policy (1) commercial banks are affected by monetary policy (1) the central bank is government owned (1) commercial banks are usually in the private sector (1)

(c) Analyse how an increase in the money supply may cause inflation and a fall in saving.

an increase in the money supply may increase spending (1) may increase the circular flow (1) spending may increase by more than output (1) too much money chasing too few goods (1) causing demand-pull inflation/monetary inflation (1) people may spend more now before prices rise (1) also less income may be available to save with higher prices (1) the rate of interest may rise by less than inflation (1) and so people will lose by saving (1) an increase in the money supply usually reduces the rate of interest (1) a lower interest rate reduces the incentive to save (1)

(d) Discuss whether price stability should be a government’s main economic aim.

Up to 5 marks for why it might:
price stability is the avoidance of fluctuations in the price level price stability can lessen the chance of purchasing power being eroded (1) meaning people will be able to buy fewer goods and services with the same amount of money (1) protecting living standards (1) price stability can give firms confidence (1) this will encourage them to invest (1) price stability can give people confidence (1) this will encourage them to save (1) price stability can increase international competitiveness (1) improve the current account position (1)
price stability can discourage people and firms from acting in ways that will cause inflation (1) e.g. asking for wage rises (1)
price stability can encourage MNCs to set up in the country (1) creating output and employment (1)
price stability can benefit those on fixed incomes (1) as their purchasing power will not be eroded (1)
price stability reduces menu costs (1) firms will not have to change prices so frequently (1)
price stability lowers shoe leather costs (1) firms will not have to move money in search of the highest interest rate (1)

Note: candidates may approach this by examining the problems of inflation e.g. inflation may discourage MNCs setting up in the country.

Up to 5 marks for why it might not:
- inflation can have benefits (1) may stimulate output (1) if demand-pull inflation (1) may reduce debt burden (1) may cut real wage bill (1)
- policy measures designed to reduce inflation may cause unemployment/slow economic growth (1) e.g. high interest rates may discourage spending and investment (1) lower demand (1)
- pursuing other aims may bring benefits (Up to 2 marks for identifying other aims). Up to 2 marks for developing another aim e.g. economic growth can create employment (1) raise living standards (1)
- what should be the main aim will be influenced by the level of economic activity (1) e.g. if unemployment is very high that may be causing significant problems (1)

6 (a) Define ‘capital good’.
A human-made good (1) used to produce other goods and services (1) example e.g. machinery (1).

Note: do not accept money as an example.

(b) Explain two reasons why a country’s export revenue might increase when export prices rise.

One mark each for each of two reasons identified:
- inelastic demand for exports
- fall in exchange rate
- increase in demand
- rise in investment
- removal of trade restrictions abroad
- inflation in other countries

One mark each for each of two reasons given:
- inelastic demand for exports would mean demand falling by less than the rise in price
- fall in exchange rate would make exports relatively cheaper
- demand may increase as a result of e.g. a rise in incomes abroad
- rise in investment may make exports more quality competitive
- removal of trade restrictions abroad may make exports cheaper in foreign markets
- prices may rise by more in other countries
(c) Analyse how a government could increase the surplus on the country’s current account of the balance of payments. [6]

- reduce the value of the currency (1) lower export prices (1) raise import prices (1)
- increase demand for exports (1) decrease demand for imports (1)
- impose trade protection (1) e.g. a tariff would increase the price of imports (1) which is likely to reduce the demand for imports (1)
- subsidise domestic output (1) lower price of exports (1) increase demand for exports (1)
- lower demand for imports (1)
- increase income tax (1) lower demand for imports (1) put pressure on domestic firms to export due to lower demand at home (1)
- improve education and training (1) raise productivity (1) cut costs of production (1) make domestic products more internationally competitive (1)
- reduce inflation (1) may make domestic products more internationally competitive (1)

(d) Discuss whether new airports should be built and operated by governments or the private sector. [8]

Up to 5 marks for why governments should:
- more likely to take into account social costs and benefits/welfare (1) will not base decisions just on private costs and benefits (1) will consider external costs and benefits (1) e.g. lowering pollution (1)
- a government may set price relatively low (1) in order to allow more people to use it (1) to lower costs for domestic firms (1) to increase international competitiveness (1)
- a government may have the finance available (1) tax revenue (1)

Up to 5 marks for why the private sector should:
- may be more efficient (1) keep costs low (1) quality high (1) due to the desire to make a profit (1)
- may have experience of building and operating an airport (1) increase efficiency (1)
- a government spending money on an airport involves an opportunity cost (1) if the private sector builds and operates an airport, the government can spend money on other areas (1)

7 (a) Identify two characteristics of a developed country. [2]

1 mark for each of two of the following e.g.:
- high GDP per head/high average income
- high living standards
- high life expectancy/low death rate
- high proportion of the labour force in the tertiary sector/low proportion in the primary sector
- low infant mortality rate
- high labour productivity
- high level of saving
- high investment
- high level of literacy
- low birth rate
- good infrastructure
- good healthcare

Note: do not accept high GDP.
(b) Explain two reasons why people may spend most of their income. [4]

One mark each for each of two reasons identified:
- low income
- low interest rate
- may be confident about the future
- may be a lack of sound financial institutions in the country
- tax rates
- high cost of living/inflation/fear of inflation/low prices

One mark each for each of two explanations given:
- buying basic necessities may take up most of the income of the poor
- low interest rate would mean it is not financially rewarding to save
- if people expect higher income in the future, they may start spending more now
- a lack of sound financial institutions in the country may mean that people may not have the ability or willingness to save
- high tax rates may mean low disposable income and so people have to spend a high proportion to buy necessities/cut in tax rates may allow people to spend a higher proportion of total income
- high cost of living/inflation would mean people would have to spend more to purchase products or fear of inflation may encourage people to spend more now or low prices may encourage people to spend more

(c) Analyse how an increase in investment may increase a country’s economic growth rate. [6]

- higher investment adds to total demand (1) higher demand for capital goods will encourage the capital goods industry to produce more (1)
- higher investment can enable firms to take advantage of advanced technology (1) raise productivity (1) reduce costs of production (1) lower costs can reduce prices (1) lower prices can raise expenditure (1) this will encourage firms to raise output (1)
- higher investment in education/training (1) can raise labour productivity (1) increase productive capacity (1)
- higher investment in healthcare (1) can raise labour productivity (1) reduce absenteeism (1)
- higher investment on infrastructure (1) can facilitate greater production by lowering costs (1)
- higher investment can increase international competitiveness (1) raising demand for domestically produced products (1)
- higher investment will increase the amount of goods and services that can be produced (1) increasing productive capacity (1)

(d) Discuss whether fiscal policy measures will reduce poverty. [8]

Up to 5 marks for why they might:
- increased government spending on education and healthcare (1) can raise people’s skills (1) increase their opportunity to gain employment (1) raise earning potential (1) this may be financed by increased taxation (1)
- increased government spending will add to total demand (1) this will encourage firms to produce more (1) increasing employment (1)
increased government spending on benefits (1) can raise the income of some of the poor (1) increase ability to buy basic necessities (1)
lower indirect taxes (1) will provide the poor with the opportunity to buy more products (1)
lower direct taxes (1) may increase consumer expenditure and investment (1) creating job opportunities (1) increase incentive to work (1)
government subsidies (1) may lower prices faced by the poor (1) increase output (1) create jobs (1)

Up to 5 marks for why they might not:
increased government spending and lower taxes may benefit the rich more (1) this will increase relative poverty (1)
reduced government spending may lower demand (1) reduce output (1) increase unemployment (1)
increased taxation may lower demand (1) reduce spending power of the poor (1) may act as a disincentive to work (1).
expansionary fiscal policy can cause inflation (1) this can reduce the purchasing power of the poor (1)